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HEADLINE NEWS: US RATES CANNOT GO MEANINGFULLY HIGHER WITH GLOBAL RATES AT HISTORIC LOWS
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recently taken to stabilize
the state’s credit profile. Lawmakers were unwilling to approve Governor Quinn’s proposal to make expiring tax increases
permanent, but were also unwilling to make significant reductions in expenditures to match the now lower revenue
estimates. The result is a budget that relies on internal borrowing and other one‐time measures that will likely increase the
state’s large backlog of unpaid bills.
MARKET UPDATE: ISSUANCE REMAINS STRONG FOR TAXABLES AND TAX-EXEMPTS
• The Municipal market traded off last week by 8bps in 5Yrs to 11bps in 10Yrs, in step with the Treasury. Some of the move was
exacerbated by the slightly larger supply for the week. The market will be tested again this week as supply increases to $8.5
billion and 30‐day visible notches up to $13.4 billion. The headline deal for the week is Los Angeles Unified School District
(Aa3/AA‐/NR) with $1.7 billion split between new money and refunding bonds. The New York City (Aa2/AA/NR) refunding
deal is also notable at $850 million.
• The Investment Grade new issuance market continues to punch through expectations as $38.7 billion was issued last week.
More than half of that ($23.9 billion) came on Monday and Tuesday, ahead of the ECB meeting and the employment numbers
at the end of the
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